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Wednesday, Dec 13, 2017, 7:31 PM CST
11022 11th St, Nickerson, NE, United States

37°F Mostly Cloudy

Being a Christian isn’t easy

Shirley Kocher

Friday, Dec 22, 2017, 8:31 AM CST

Deal with your problems before they deal with your happiness.

http://twitter.com/DavidRoads/status/943100639701323777

via @DavidRoads

@DavidRoads  IFTTT  Like  Twitter

Friday, Dec 22, 2017, 8:31 AM CST

#OnThisDay in 1891, a group of boys at a YMCA played the first-ever game of basketball. But the story is bigger than the sport - it's

about inventor James Naismith & his heart for service. What he teaches us: https://t.co/axOqfvJ6if

http://twitter.com/SenSasse/status/943839994795270145

via @SenSasse

@SenSasse  IFTTT  Like  OnThisDay  Twitter

Friday, Dec 22, 2017, 10:46 AM CST

Success is the sum of purpose Driven drills taught with fundamentals. @JHouston50 #ChiefsKingdom http://bit.ly/2kHSV8n. Shout

out to @DLineVids for the great game clips http://bit.ly/2kYzWpn

http://twitter.com/masterjoekim/status/943509266643726336

via @masterjoekim

@masterjoekim  ChiefsKingdom  IFTTT  Like  Twitter

http://twitter.com/DavidRoads/status/943100639701323777
https://t.co/axOqfvJ6if
http://twitter.com/SenSasse/status/943839994795270145
http://bit.ly/2kHSV8n
http://bit.ly/2kYzWpn
http://twitter.com/masterjoekim/status/943509266643726336
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Thursday, Feb 22, 2018, 5:36 PM CST
1135 Nickerson Rd, Hooper, NE, United States

28°F Cloudy

I like the hymn: I want Jesus to walk with me. WOV 660

Evernote

Wednesday, Feb 28, 2018, 10:34 AM CST

Brain Doodles

via Brain Doodles

Tags and categories: Web Sites, Learning, Note-Taking, Notes

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2ovKbUU

February 28, 2018 at 10:17AM

IFTTT  WordPress

Wednesday, Feb 28, 2018, 10:34 AM CST

SQ3R Reading Method

SQ3R reading method

via The SQ3R Reading Method

Tags and categories: Web Sites, Learning, Note-Taking, Notes

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2F1KTj3

February 28, 2018 at 10:29AM

IFTTT  WordPress

Wednesday, Feb 28, 2018, 4:04 PM CST

Making Thinking Visible Activity

What worked?

Students were asked two question:

What is the greatest invention using only 5 words?

Who is the greatest scientist using only 5 words?

All students respond to the questions posted.

Students posted different ideas, very few repeats.

http://ift.tt/2ovKbUU
http://ift.tt/2F1KTj3
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Students are still looking at the list generated.

What didn’t work?

Keeping middle school students quiet.

Added more questions

How did your students respond to the routine?

I heard students debated different ideas posted with comments like “I like this one because”, or Why this one?

These questions lead to higher levels of thought and discussion

They like sharing their ideas and opinions

How did the routine affect you?

I was quickly able to see if the students were engaged

I have a content to build off of from the activity to use in other parts of the unit

What was the lasting impact after completing the routine?

Students were engaged

They discussed the topics presented

They enjoyed moving from table to table

They were engaged

Tags and categories: Classrooms, Homework, Journal, #WSCWP, Chalk & Talk, Conversations, ideas, Making Thinking Visible

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2GNQ1HK

February 28, 2018 at 03:59PM

IFTTT  WordPress  WSCWP

Friday, Mar 2, 2018, 10:31 AM CST

What is Critical Thinking?

Critical Thinking encompasses six vital skills: problem solving, analysis, creative thinking, interpretation, evaluation, and reasoning.

via (48) What is Critical Thinking? – YouTube

Tags and categories: Web Sites, Critical Thinking, YouTube

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2CSiSZl

March 02, 2018 at 10:17AM

IFTTT  WordPress

http://ift.tt/2GNQ1HK
http://ift.tt/2CSiSZl
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Tuesday, Mar 6, 2018, 1:56 PM CST

Genius Hour

Genius Hour

Where Passions Come Alive

During genius hour students of all levels are empowered to explore their own passions. Discover how to transform your classroom into

a place where students want to come in and learn.

via Genius Hour – Where Passions Come Alive – Genius Hour

Tags and categories: Genius Hour, Web Sites, build, create, Critical Thinking, Design, ideas, Learning

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2tkbx5n

March 06, 2018 at 01:17PM

IFTTT  WordPress

Tuesday, Mar 6, 2018, 1:56 PM CST

Teach Brightly: Genius Hour in 1st Grade

Inspired by @mwhitedg

Hour 1: Wall of Wonder

How it looked: I introduced the idea of Genius Hour by showing this video:

We talked about how Genius Hour is really something that the students are in charge of. This really got them excited. To begin our

process, we gathered post-its and just started writing everything they were wondering about. We posted these on our Wall of Wonder.

http://ift.tt/2tkbx5n
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Hour 2: Get an Idea!

During this hour, we reviewed our Wall of Wonder and each student chose one post-it off of their page to be their 1st Genius Hour

wonder. Once their chose their topic and we had a quick conference to inform me of what it was, they students decorated their journal

covers.

Hour 3: Draw About It

Creation is a major part of learning in 1st grade. Many times, their powerful thoughts come from their sketches and drawings more

than from their written words. During this hour, they drew sketches and illustrations of their topics. Many students chose to include

labels and information that they knew.

Hour 4: Write all you Know (Schema)

This was done in a list format. Each student made a list of everything they already knew about their topic. Then we discussed the idea

of a driving question. This was very tricky for some of them to get. We discussed the difference between a Genius question and a

Google question.

A Google question is one that can be answered with a quick Google search. A Genius question is deep and needs the work of a 1st

grade genius to tackle it.

Here were some of our questions:

How can I best take care of my cat/dog?

How can a build the best Lego runway?

How do volcanoes explode?

What is a day in the life of a Police Officer like?Reflection: The question was really hard for many of them. I am rethinking this phase.

Hour 5: Search

This hour took us to the library where we searched for books on their topics and searched the internet for articles or blog posts. The

internet makes me very nervous in 1st grade but that doesn’t cause me to shy away from it. We spend a lot of time in our room talking

about digital citizenship, digital safety, proper internet searching and the quality of websites.

We use Kidrex.org as our go-to search engine. It is filtered and very appropriate but the essential digital conversations are necessary.

Plan to have a few adults to help you with this phase. They are also handy when keeping an eye on the internet searches. There were 4

adults total to help my students with this phase.

Hour 6: Take Notes

It was time to put our sources to use. During this hour, they students spend time reading their books and articles. Many students also

found videos to watch on their topics. This gave me a little teacher-anxiety because I had not previewed the videos they were watching

so we created a plan. If the video was from a site that we use often like National Geographic Kids, PebbleGo or Brainpop, then they

could just go and watch it. If it was from a site other than these, they had to let me preview it first.

I had to approve many of them and this trapped me in a corner for a bit but it was worth it because my kids gained so much more

information than they would have gotten from the the text they had checked out.

A few of the videos I had to watch all of the way through but must I was able to just glance at and approve.

The students took notes using a graphic organizer that was tricky and I won’t use again. We use something different next time with

more levels of modeling involved.

Reflection: This area needs to be improved. I plan on doing this with a year long set-up of research and inquiry.

Behind the Scenes:

At this point, I contacted several trusted parents to help be assistants in the creation phase. They would be buddied with 3-4

students/projects.

Hour 7: Plan

It was time to put all of our knew knowledge into action. The students set out to create a plan of action about what they were going to

create and how they were going to share their new learning with their peers.

They had to answer the following questions:
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What is my Genius Question?

What is my plan to create and share?

What materials do I need?

The students filled this out with some assistance from me. To be honest, I was a bit worried after this phase. While reading through

their plans, I was worried that they didn’t really get it. I wasn’t seeing a clear picture of what most of them were doing. So I made a Plan

B.

Hour 8: Plan again…

Plan B – Silly me. I am a huge advocate of information through voice and video and yet I asked my 6-7 year olds to write a proposal! I

took a step back and wondered how I could really get inside their heads. Answer… video!

I assigned each student to a parent group and had the groups make videos for their parent helpers. They briefly explained their plans to

their helpers.

Here is an example of one of their videos:

These videos were then sent (with a password via Vimeo) to the parent helpers to help get them ready for what was in store for them.

Many of our other videos contained names with faces so they won’t be posted on this blog. Please contact me if you would like to see

the other videos in order to plan your Genius Hour process.

Hour 9 and 10: Create!

This phase scared me the most. I am not the most organized person and I really needed to be organized here. So I started contacting

and planning several weeks in advance for this phase. Here are the specifics:

8 Adults: 1 Teacher, 1 student teacher, 1 para and 5 parents

3-4 kids to a group

Each group split up into two mini groups. Week 1: Project Managers initiated their projects with the assistance of their helpers. 12

projects were completed in week one. The second week, jobs switched and the other 12 projects were completed. See diagram:

I paired calmer projects with more active projects. For example, my student studying sharks and making a shark out of Model Magic

(calmer project) was paired with a student that was cooking a dessert and making a punch (active project). This allowed for students

with calmer projects to assist with the more active ones.

Room 222 parents were sent a materials list prior to the event and all materials were donated and ready to go.

Recipes were shared with all families to check for allergies and give parents a chance to choose if they would like their child to have a

small sampling of the culinary creation.

We rented our lunch room (with kitchen) to assure we had room for all of our projects.

A supply table was set up so the student could grab what they needed.

Adults and students received directions at the same time to eliminate confusion.

Finally, we just jumped in with both feet and began creating! It was amazing! Everything ran so smoothly. Everyone participated as

needed. Some students stepped up and shined in a way that they wouldn’t have been able to do otherwise.

Once everything was done and we all calmed down, they started to post their projects (published in iMovie) to their blogs.

My final reflections: I am not totally sure that a guiding question is needed in 1st grade. Many of them just what to know everything

they can. It was difficult to narrow it down.
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I was worried about the students not being able to keep their focus for 6-10 weeks but this was not a problem. I strongly recommend a

visual like mine to help them see the path. This answered a lot of questions. Feel free to use my visual.

The research phase is what I need to improve on the most. I plan on starting the next year with Inquiry Circles to help given them a

more solid base to work with when they move on to their independent projects.

My guide: Click for more info

Lastly, this was an amazing experience and I am so glad we did it.

The kids are already asking for the next round.

I can’t wait to try it again. I am so proud of the learning that my students presented.

I hope this was helpful. Please feel free to contact me with any questions.

Laura.Bright@kaneland.org

via Teach Brightly: Genius Hour in 1st Grade

Tags and categories: Genius Hour, Web Sites, How to, ideas

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2oNFeaf

March 06, 2018 at 01:28PM

IFTTT  WordPress

Tuesday, Mar 6, 2018, 1:56 PM CST

What is Genius Hour? – Introduction to Genius Hour in the Classroom – YouTube

via (13) What is Genius Hour? – Introduction to Genius Hour in the Classroom – YouTube

Tags and categories: Genius Hour, Web Sites, ideas, Video, YouTube

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2tjRtQp

March 06, 2018 at 01:32PM

IFTTT  WordPress

Tuesday, Mar 6, 2018, 1:56 PM CST

Code.org

Encourage your local school to start teaching computer science. To make it easier, Code.org offers courses for every grade level from

kindergarten through high school at no cost. And, teachers can enroll in our hands-on professional learning workshops offered locally

across the United States.

via Anybody can learn | Code.org

Tags and categories: Coding, Code.org, Computer Science, Technology

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2oPA8tS

March 06, 2018 at 01:43PM

IFTTT  WordPress

 (mailto:Laura.Bright@kaneland.org)

mailto:Laura.Bright@kaneland.org
http://ift.tt/2oNFeaf
http://ift.tt/2tjRtQp
http://ift.tt/2oPA8tS
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Tuesday, Mar 6, 2018, 1:56 PM CST

Scratch

With Scratch, you can program your own interactive stories, games, and animations — and share your creations with others in the

online community.

Scratch helps young people learn to think creatively, reason systematically, and work collaboratively — essential skills for life in the

21st century.

Scratch is a project of the Lifelong Kindergarten Group at the MIT Media Lab. It is provided free of charge.

via Scratch – Imagine, Program, Share

Tags and categories: Coding, Scratch, Web Sites, create, Hour of Code

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2tt28sj

March 06, 2018 at 01:52PM

IFTTT  WordPress

http://ift.tt/2tt28sj
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Tuesday, Mar 6, 2018, 2:21 PM CST

Sphero EDU

The Sphero Edu platform uses app-enabled robots to foster creativity through discovery and play, all while laying the foundation for

computer science. Our program goes beyond code with collaborative STEAM activities, nurturing students’ imaginations in ways no

other education program can. Cross-platform apps are approachable for all skill levels of programming JavaScript, allowing us to reach

as many minds as possible. Think outside the bot and inspire your future. This is Sphero Edu.

via Sphero Edu

Tags and categories: Sphero, Web Sites, Coding, Design, Genius Hour, Hour of Code, Projects, Technology

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2tkf3g5

March 06, 2018 at 02:02PM

IFTTT  WordPress

Tuesday, Mar 6, 2018, 4:51 PM CST

Teacher Reflection

Questions for Students:

1. Do you think I believe that you can learn what I am teaching?

2. Do you feel that I’m committed to you being successful, and how do I show you that?

via Curriculum Corner | Smore Newsletters for Education

Tags and categories: Journal, My Questions, Reflections, Thoughts

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2Fhv63z

March 06, 2018 at 04:38PM

IFTTT  WordPress

http://ift.tt/2tkf3g5
http://ift.tt/2Fhv63z
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Saturday, Mar 10, 2018, 6:16 PM CST

Nebraska Science Standards

2010 Nebraska Science Standards

2017 Nebraska Science Standards

Tags and categories: Science Standards, Science, Standards, State Standards

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2Gfarua

March 10, 2018 at 06:12PM

IFTTT  WordPress

Saturday, Mar 10, 2018, 7:41 PM CST

Next Generation Science Standards

via Next Generation Science Standards

Tags and categories: Science Standards, Web Sites, 2018, National Standards, Standards

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2DjnU12

March 10, 2018 at 06:52PM

IFTTT  WordPress

Saturday, Mar 10, 2018, 7:41 PM CST

Quarter 1 – Lesson Plans

Week 1 Aug 17 – 21

Week 2 Aug 24 – 28

Week 3 Aug 31 – Sept 4

Week 4 Sept 8 – 11

Week 5 Sept 14 – 18

Week 6 Sept 21 – 24

Week 7 Sept 28 – Oct 2

Week 8 Oct 5 – Oct 9

Week 9 Oct 12 – 16

Tags and categories: Classrooms, Journal, 1st Quarter, Lesson Plans

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2IkV4kQ

March 10, 2018 at 07:07PM

IFTTT  WordPress

http://ift.tt/2Gfarua
http://ift.tt/2DjnU12
http://ift.tt/2IkV4kQ
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Saturday, Mar 10, 2018, 7:41 PM CST

Quarter 2 – Lesson Plans

Week 1 – Oct 13 – 17

Week 2 – Oct 20 – 24

Week 3 – Oct 27 – 31

Week 4 – Nov 3 – 7

Week 5 – Nov 11 – 14

Week 6 – Nov 17 – 21

Week 7 – Nov 24 – 25

Week 8 – Dec 1 – 5

Week 9 – Dec 8 – 12

Week 10 – Dec 15 – 19

Tags and categories: Classrooms, 2nd Quarter, Lesson Plans

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2Dg5qyD

March 10, 2018 at 07:14PM

IFTTT  WordPress

http://ift.tt/2Dg5qyD
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Sunday, Mar 11, 2018, 5:26 PM CDT

Quarter 3 – Lesson Plans

Week 1 – Jan 6 – 9

Week 2 – Jan 12 – 16

Week 3 – Jan 19 – 23

Week 4 – Jan 26 – 30

Week 5 – Feb 2 – 6

Week 6 Feb 9 – 13

Week 7 Feb 16 – 20

Week 8 Feb 23 – 27

Week 9 March 2 – 6

Tags and categories: Classrooms, 3rd Quarter, Lesson Plans

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2FsyNUr

March 11, 2018 at 05:11PM

IFTTT  WordPress

http://ift.tt/2FsyNUr
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Sunday, Mar 11, 2018, 5:26 PM CDT

Quarter 4 – Lesson Plans

*These are tentative lesson plans and are subject to change.

Week 1 March 9 – 13

Week 2 March 16 – 20

Week 3 March 23 – 27

Week 4 March 30 – April 3

Week 5 April 6 – 10

Week 6 April 13 – 17

Week 7 April 20 – 24

Week 8 April 27 – May 1

Week 9 May 4 – 8

Week 10 May 11 – 15

Week 11 May 18 – 22

Tags and categories: Classrooms, 4th Quarter, Lesson Plans

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2DiPDiB

March 11, 2018 at 05:14PM

IFTTT  WordPress

http://ift.tt/2DiPDiB
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Sunday, Mar 11, 2018, 5:26 PM CDT

Setting Up Effective Group Work

Setting Up Effective Group Work

Truly collaborative group work is complex and messy, so we have a few tips and tools to get students working interdependently.

By Jeff Knutson

January 11, 2018

Courtesy of Allison Shelley/The Verbatim Agency for American Education: Images of Teachers and Students in Action (CC BY-NC.4.0)

Research supports what we probably already knew about student collaboration: It’s integral to learning. We know that collaboration

helps students build their interpersonal and social and emotional skills. We know that students don’t learn facts in a vacuum; social

learning helps them build a more meaningful understanding of the world.

Everyone loves collaboration. But simply bring up group work and… that’s a different conversation. Group work is one of the most

common types of student collaboration. It’s also complicated and messy, and never quite works out as well as we’d like. Some students

feel like they’re doing most of the work. Others feel left out. Motivation wanes. Assignments get cobbled together, and nobody feels

like they have real ownership of the work.

via Setting Up Effective Group Work | Edutopia

Tags and categories: Articles, Web Sites, Collaborative Learning, Group Work

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2FsPb7d

March 11, 2018 at 05:21PM

IFTTT  WordPress

http://ift.tt/2FsPb7d
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Sunday, Mar 11, 2018, 5:41 PM CDT

2018 8th Grade Girls basketball

8th grade girls basketball team @OtteBlairMS finished a great season! Good luck! Go #BlairBears #2018

via Instagram http://ift.tt/2oEsj9G

Tags and categories: Journal, Instagram, IFTTT, 8th Grade, Girls Basketball

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2p4OVB9

March 11, 2018 at 05:32PM

2018  BlairBears  IFTTT  WordPress

http://ift.tt/2oEsj9G
http://ift.tt/2p4OVB9
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Monday, Mar 12, 2018, 2:37 PM CDT

Class Questions – February 10, 2018

Research Paper

Are these pieces enough to back what I am talking about?

Quote people who have put it out there before

Stand on the shoulders of giants

Go to sources for citations to help research

Take a look at their references

Tags and categories: My Questions, Journal, Paper, Questions, Research

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2FxQ2nm

March 12, 2018 at 02:26PM

IFTTT  WordPress

Thursday, Mar 15, 2018, 11:34 PM CDT

Mindomo – Mindmapping Site

Educate tomorrow’s thinkers today

Mind mapping requires students to explore information and decide what’s important and how it connects with what they already

know. This is how they develop their critical thinking.

WE TEACHERS & STUDENTS

We built several features which will make it very easy for the teacher and their students to use Mindomo in the classroom: custom

assignments, setting up groups for students, instant access to students’ maps, etc.

CONCEPT MAPS & OUTLINES

Use mind maps for brainstorming and understanding ideas revolving around a central topic. Use concept maps to see how concepts are

connected. Use outlines to refine maps and save them in a linear way.

NUMEROUS INTEGRATIONS

It’s very simple to add and use Mindomo from the school’s Google Apps or Office365 account. Also, our LTI integrations provide a

single click access to Mindomo from the most popular LMSs: Canvas, Blackboard, Moodle, Desire2Learn, itslearning, Schoology, etc.

via Mind mapping, concept mapping and outlining

Tags and categories: Classrooms, Journal, Web Sites, Mind Mapping, Mindomo

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2FDKh7E

March 15, 2018 at 10:41PM

IFTTT  WordPress

http://ift.tt/2FxQ2nm
http://ift.tt/2FDKh7E
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Friday, Mar 16, 2018, 10:41 AM CDT

Do schools kill creativity? | Sir Ken Robinson

Do schools kill creativity? | Sir Ken Robinson

Tags and categories: Journal, create, Schools, Sir Ken Robinson, YouTube

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2DvW4in

March 16, 2018 at 09:22AM

IFTTT  WordPress

Friday, Mar 16, 2018, 10:41 AM CDT

TEDxKC – Michael Wesch – From Knowledgeable to Knowledge-Able

TEDxKC – Michael Wesch – From Knowledgeable to Knowledge-Able

Tags and categories: Journal, Video, Knowledge, YouTube

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2FXDRPP

March 16, 2018 at 09:24AM

IFTTT  WordPress

Friday, Mar 16, 2018, 10:41 AM CDT

How great leaders inspire action

Simon Sinek at TEDxPuget Sound

How great leaders inspire action

via (56) How great leaders inspire action | Simon Sinek – YouTube

Tags and categories: Journal, Video, Leadership, TED Talk, YouTube

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2DuWaXj

March 16, 2018 at 09:28AM

IFTTT  WordPress

Friday, Mar 16, 2018, 12:41 PM CDT

Introduction to Nebaska 3-D Science Standards

via (58) Intro to NE 3-D Standards – YouTube

Tags and categories: Science Standards, Video, Science, Standards, State Standards, YouTube

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2Ir8jQN

March 16, 2018 at 12:38PM

IFTTT  WordPress

http://ift.tt/2DvW4in
http://ift.tt/2FXDRPP
http://ift.tt/2DuWaXj
http://ift.tt/2Ir8jQN
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Friday, Mar 16, 2018, 1:06 PM CDT

A Framework for K-12 Science Education

2017 Science Standards Approved Sept. 8, 2017

The standards can also be accessed from the Content Area Standards Webpage.

Nebraska’s College and Career Ready Standards for Science (NCCRS-S) were adopted by the Nebraska State Board of Education on

September 8, 2017. The development of Nebraska’s College and Career Ready Standards for Science were guided by The National

Research Council’s

A Framework for K-12 Science Education . As standards are only guidelines for instruction and not panaceas for change; moving

toward research-based instructional practices requires ongoing, collaborative work among Nebraska’s teaching and learning

professionals.

via Science Education – Nebraska Dept of Education

Tags and categories: Science Standards, Education, K-12, Science, Standards, State Standards

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2HHcFlx

March 16, 2018 at 12:57PM

IFTTT  WordPress

Friday, Mar 16, 2018, 1:06 PM CDT

#readacrossamerica #blairbears #2018 #drseuss

Check out what’s new in the library @OBMSLibrary Remember Hat Day on Friday to celebrate #readacrossamerica #blairbears #2018

#drseuss

via Instagram http://ift.tt/2CUgQYz

Tags and categories: Classrooms, Journal, Classroom, Dr. Seuss, IFTTT, Instagram

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2FJ0pEY

March 16, 2018 at 01:01PM

2018  blairbears  drseuss  IFTTT  readacrossamerica  WordPress

Friday, Mar 16, 2018, 1:06 PM CDT

Working hard and helping out! #2018

via Instagram http://ift.tt/2tbKLfo

Tags and categories: Journal, IFTTT, Instagram, Student, Student Engagement, Technology

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2HElXyL

March 16, 2018 at 01:04PM

2018  IFTTT  WordPress

http://ift.tt/2HHcFlx
http://ift.tt/2CUgQYz
http://ift.tt/2FJ0pEY
http://ift.tt/2tbKLfo
http://ift.tt/2HElXyL
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Wednesday, Mar 21, 2018, 9:38 PM CDT

The brain-changing benefits of exercise | Wendy Suzuki

via (76) The brain-changing benefits of exercise | Wendy Suzuki – YouTube

Tags and categories: Journal, Video, Brain, Education, Exercise

via WordPress http://ift.tt/2HTt9XT

March 21, 2018 at 09:04PM

IFTTT  WordPress

Monday, Apr 9, 2018, 2:43 PM CDT

Life Hacks on Twitter: “100 Ways to Say Great!… “

via Life Hacks on Twitter: “100 Ways to Say Great!… “

Tags and categories: Journal

via WordPress https://ift.tt/2HlNAxR

April 09, 2018 at 01:55PM

IFTTT  WordPress

Monday, Apr 9, 2018, 2:43 PM CDT

What can I say to myself?

via Life Hacks on Twitter: “What can I say to myself?… “

Tags and categories: Journal, 2018, Student, Thoughts

via WordPress https://ift.tt/2v5BkyK

April 09, 2018 at 02:01PM

IFTTT  WordPress

http://ift.tt/2HTt9XT
https://ift.tt/2HlNAxR
https://ift.tt/2v5BkyK
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Friday, Apr 13, 2018, 1:05 PM CDT

Grading in School

What is the Difference between Standards-Based Grading (or Reporting) and Competency-Based Education?

November 11, 2014 by Matt Townsley

Matt Townsley

Here in Iowa, competency-based education is gaining traction at the state and grassroots level. In fact, the Iowa Department of

Education has launched a multi-year CBE collaborative. Needless to say, it’s an exciting time to be an educator in the Hawkeye State!

Meanwhile, a core group of Iowa schools have started to implement a standards-based grading philosophy in middle and high schools.

Because of these two movements in our state, standards-based grading and competency-based education are often times incorrectly

presented as synonymous practices. As a member of Iowa’s CBE task force and through my work as a district administrator in a system

that has embraced standards-based grading K-12, I’ve been in a position to think about and discuss these two topics extensively. When

area schools hear about our grading and reporting practices, we are often asked how our system relates to those working towards

competency-based educational models. While many of the ideas overlap, I felt compelled to tease out these two education terms in

order to honor their similarities and differences.

via What is the Difference between Standards-Based Grading (or Reporting) and Competency-Based Education? « Competency Works

Tags and categories: Journal, Grading, Standards

via WordPress https://ift.tt/2qurYqS

April 13, 2018 at 12:06PM

IFTTT  WordPress

Monday, Apr 16, 2018, 12:18 PM CDT

Passion Project

via Passion Project – Home

Tags and categories: Genius Hour, Journal, Web Sites, 2018, passion project, Resource, Web Site

via WordPress https://ift.tt/2HCOOF4

April 16, 2018 at 11:58AM

IFTTT  WordPress

https://ift.tt/2qurYqS
https://ift.tt/2HCOOF4
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Monday, Apr 16, 2018, 1:28 PM CDT

Science U

Science-U

Experiment! Each hands-on Science-U experiment includes an overview video, a student handout, and a teacher’s guide. The handouts

include a materials list, step-by-step instructions, guided scientific questions, keywords with definitions, and a description of how and

why each experiment works. Engage your students in these fun scientific activities!

Science-U is dedicated to advancing science literacy in youth through the sharing and discovery of scientific knowledge. Our chief

goals are to educate and inspire students, encourage critical thinking, and prepare them to become responsible, skilled and caring

citizens, as well as capable scientists and teachers when faced with tomorrow’s challenges. This is a program of Penn State Science

Outreach, the Eberly College of Science, and WPSU. The Science-U activities were adapted from programs developed for our on-

campus youth summer camps.

via Science-U | Classroom Resources | PBS LearningMedia

Tags and categories: Journal, Science

via WordPress https://ift.tt/2IYcvXQ

April 16, 2018 at 01:22PM

IFTTT  WordPress

Sunday, Apr 29, 2018, 6:13 PM CDT

ClassHook | Educational Clips from Popular Media

Teach, engage, inspire

Teach your students using their favorite TV shows and movies.

What do you want to teach?

Excellent site to help explain concepts in science.

via ClassHook | Educational Clips from Popular Media

Tags and categories: Journal, Web Sites, Science, Technology, Video, Web Site

via WordPress https://ift.tt/2vWLoL2

April 29, 2018 at 05:36PM

IFTTT  WordPress

https://ift.tt/2IYcvXQ
https://ift.tt/2vWLoL2
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Monday, Apr 30, 2018, 10:13 AM CDT

Memes for Class Rules

This is a great idea for next year! Students will like the humor and they get memes!

via meme+pic+2.jpg (760×1114)

Tags and categories: Journal, 2018, Classroom, Humor, Memes, Rules

via WordPress https://ift.tt/2ra5n43

April 30, 2018 at 09:59AM

IFTTT  WordPress

Tuesday, May 1, 2018, 11:48 AM CDT

Standardized Test Humor

This is the testing season!

Tags and categories: Journal, Humor, State Standards, Testing

via WordPress https://ift.tt/2rcMVrD

May 01, 2018 at 11:15AM

IFTTT  WordPress

Wednesday, May 2, 2018, 3:48 PM CDT

3 Modes Of Thinking: Lateral, Divergent & Convergent Thought

The challenge is to have the student learn enough facts so that they can propose new questions. Which in turn lead to more facts being

developed. Lessons need to have a balance.

via 3 Modes Of Thinking: Lateral, Divergent & Convergent Thought –

Tags and categories: Journal, 2018, Thinking

via WordPress https://ift.tt/2FC5mKC

May 02, 2018 at 01:41PM

IFTTT  WordPress

Friday, May 4, 2018, 12:48 PM CDT

NETA 2018 – Day 1

World Economic Forum:

10 Skills You Need to Thrive

Unstructured Learning and Problems

Focus on Design:

“ If I had asked people what they wanted, they would have said ‘Faster Horses.” HENRY Ford

Lesliefisher.com

https://ift.tt/2ra5n43
https://ift.tt/2rcMVrD
https://ift.tt/2FC5mKC
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Tools You Can Use Tomorrow:

Leslie.link/NETA

Flipgrid:

*Flippity: Games and such

Vocabulary games

Kahoot Challenge is like Homework mode in Quizizz

Insertlearning: You can insert any video, comment, or put questions into any web game

*Classroomscreen:

Many simple tools to use in the classroom

PDFcandy.com:

Extract image and text from a pdf

Convert pdf to other formats

Delivr.com: qrcode and link shortener

Yellkey

Very simple link shortener with a timer. Simpler than Delivr

*Seeing AI: For visually impaired

Whatever the app sees, it can read or tell what it is

Fun!

Otter Voice Meeting Notes

AI voice notes that can dictate from different voices

Microsoft Translator – Translates in real time for others

Google Arts and Culture Selfie

Chrome Music Lab

Incredibox – Crayton uses this in Willings Class

Google Apps:

Google Keep – Put notes or links into Google Keep and then open Keep in Google Docs and post easily without having to copy and

paste every time.

*A Google a Day: Quiz game
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Google Science Journal: On Android and iOS

Can track temperature, speed, etc

*Google Smarty Pins: Quiz game

Google Image: Atari Breakout

*QuickDraw.withgoogle.com

Mystery Animal – Chrome Plug-in

Google Experiments – Experimental games

Google Field Trip

LMGTFY.com

Google Lens

Google Photo Scan: App that takes pictures of photographs

http://www.photosforclass.com/

You can search for photos, download the one you want, and the citation is on the bottom of the photo

Tab Scissors – allows you to split a window into two windows on the same screen (i.e. have a web page open and take notes from it into

docs at the same time) https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/tab-scissors/cdochbecpfdpjobpgnacnbepkgcfhoek

Google Slides: If you use Google Slides at all this is worth a look! LOTS of simple and unique ideas!

https://learninginhand.com/gslides

Fake News: If you do any research this is worth looking at!

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1E_L_e4SfitznySmuawGw9D4QGAbU8wxrAz7Oo2n3sks/edit#slide=id.g35f391192_00

Tools You Can Use Tomorrow: Really quick to look at–Simple apps, websites, extensions, etc that you can use quickly. Includes game

ideas, classroom organization tools (timers, exit tickets, etc), lots of map stuff at the end, links to websites for open source images (If

you have students use images in presentations or projects you need to check these out!)

https://lesliefisher.com/handouts/tools_tomorrow_fisher.concurrent_neta_.pdf

Google You May Not Know About: All sorts of cool Google tools–Science and History teachers especially need to check this out!

https://lesliefisher.com/handouts/google_mnk.fisher_concurrent_neta_.pdf

Tags and categories: Classrooms, Journal, 2018, ideas, NETA, Technology

via WordPress https://ift.tt/2HSTYQv

April 19, 2018 at 12:39PM

IFTTT  WordPress

http://www.photosforclass.com/
https://chrome.google.com/webstore/detail/tab-scissors/cdochbecpfdpjobpgnacnbepkgcfhoek
https://learninginhand.com/gslides
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1E_L_e4SfitznySmuawGw9D4QGAbU8wxrAz7Oo2n3sks/edit#slide=id.g35f391192_00
https://lesliefisher.com/handouts/tools_tomorrow_fisher.concurrent_neta_.pdf
https://lesliefisher.com/handouts/google_mnk.fisher_concurrent_neta_.pdf
https://ift.tt/2HSTYQv
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Friday, May 4, 2018, 1:13 PM CDT

NETA 2018 – Day 2

iOS Magic

iPad and Iphone Tricks Revealed – Tony Vincent

Most of his tips must be used on iOS 11

You can have 15 Home screens on your devices.

learninginhand.com/magic

Apple Pencil

$99.00. Apple Pencil expands the power of iPad Pro and iPad (6th generation) and opens up new creative possibilities. It’s sensitive to

pressure and tilt so you can easily vary line weight, create subtle shading, and produce a wide range of artistic effects — just like a

conventional pencil, but with pixel-perfect precision.

On-Screen Pointer

Settings – General – Accessibility – Turn on Zoom – Show Controller. Can be used when making a video/tutorial for students.

Screen Record

Can be used in any app.You can add the Screen REcording button to Control Center in Settings – Control Center – Customize. If you

want to record.

Swipe up to view Control Center. Tap and hold the Record button and tap to turn Microphone Audio on. Tap Start Recording and use in

any app. Tap the red bar to stop recording. The video is saved to Photos.

Add the Screen Recording button to Control Center in Settings.

Hidden Characters on iPad or iPhone keyboard screen

Degree sign – hold down the zero key and swipe up to get the degree sign.

Hold down $ = cent symbol

= Dot

E = e with ‘above it

To type a gray character simply pull down on its key and release – with Key Flicks enabled you’ll see a gray character above each letter.

Touch anywhere in the keyboard and it becomes a trackpad and controls the cursor above.

Search and type emojis with Google Gboard Keyboard – Install this extra free keyboard from app store and it is added as an extra

keyboard of emojis.

Do an emoji search.

—————————————————-
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Add-ons in Extensions

http://bit.ly/netaediger

New in Docs

Can insert images from camera into Docs.

Google Slides

has added at bottom left where you can see all of your slides and move them around in this view.

Extensions – Appear to the right of the URL.

Too many extensions can cause computer to slow down.

To Add Extension –

Click on the colored squares in left corner to get to Chrome store.

Extensions –

G Suites Training – ? app – click on it to ask a question in an app and get the answer – Video Tutorial. Awesome! – 1 minute or less

Screencastify – used to make 10-minute or less videos. Save it to drive, youtube, email it. Band teacher uses it for students to email

themselves practicing.

Loom – unlimited time on video. Keeps it on their server. Can make playlists. Best if youtube is blocked at your school. You can email

Loom.

EquatIO – free for teachers, not for students. Math. New. Teacher can record her voice of a problem and it gives the answer.

Black Menu for Google – anther extra toolbar where you can store your Favorite Google products or apps.

Shopping Extensions

Ebates – when you buy something, it gives you money back. Check comes in the mail. It gives you an extra percentage back. Anytime

she opens a site, it just pops up and tells you what percent back it will give you on your price off.

Honey – in the checkout, it finds you possible codes that will give you money off or free shipping etc.

Google Keep – List tool! It’s a bunch of post-it notes places to make lists. She shares these with her family. You can color code them.

Bit moji – must have an snapchat account to use this. For getting and using Emojis quickly – your favorites with your picture

How to make it smaller in an email – you should be able to click onit and resize or click on change.

Wonder Extension app – If a young person was on my computer, it will black out the text and picture and will post See with your

Heart.–Choose Kind – icon.

One Tab – It opens your favorite tabs all ready to go. This would be great for the library! You lock it and save it. You can have many of

these – like one for school, one for shopping, etc.

Adblock – blocks ads from blocking up! This would be great for my GS book trailers. There are a few that she said she had to turn off

her Adblock to see the content.

http://bit.ly/netaediger
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Share to Classroom – Can easily send an article to your classes.

Ginger – Spell check. She likes Ginger–similar to Grammarly. Someone said that Ginger isn’t free any more.

Tab Scissors – you can cut your screen in half and put your video or article on one half of the screen and a google doc on the other side.

When done. Hit the Glue extension to make it go back to normal.

Print Friendly PDF – It brings up the article and you can highlight what you don’t want to print. Save as a PDF or print or email with all

of your changes.

Pin/UnPin Tab in Chrome – It saves tabs in a certain place and they won’t close

———

Do it Yourself Study Aids and Games – Vincent

learninginhand.com/study

Uses PollEv.com/tonyV

He puts out Polls to his group! Really fun!

Students use these as study aids and could take a picture of the completed crossword and submit it to the teacher, but it does not work

directly with Google Classroom.

Kahoot,

Quizlet Live, Quizizz, Quizlet Diagrams,

Flippity.net

Google Sheets

Go to flippity.net

To create a quiz show, crossword, bingo, hangman which is a wilting flower, flashcards, badge tracker, and more.

Random Name Picker on a spinning wheel. He gave away prizes by giving out his tickets with numbers.

Type the info in the spreadsheet and through flippity.net create a game!!!

Publish to the web.

Adobe Spark Video – (Tutorial online for this to make a video.)

He showed a video and then we played a memory game from Flippity.

For pictures, you place the link in the spreadsheet.

Can also use Crossword Labs for crossword puzzles.

Kids can actually type in the crossword.

Bingo Baker – He made a Fraction Bingo game with Pies on each. If he said ½ then kids could check off all of the ½ pies.
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Teacher gets a call list and she can change the order.

Quizlet – free but ads. You can pay $25 for Quizlet teacher per year.

Scatter or match game is his favorite.

Quizlet live – automatically puts three kids in a team to answer the question. First to get 12 in a row correct, wins!

Stomach Anatomy in Quizlet diagrams – maps, ELL word match, foreign language

Could identify things on any picture. Free version – 8 spots or with $25 a year, as many as you want.

Class Tools

classtools.net

Enter questions correctly and then student can play Pac-Man for a bit. Then must answer more. Seemed to play much longer than it

took to answer one question.

Connect Fours-tech Terms through Class Tools. Have to connect four of the words.

bit.ly/connect9g (This wasn’t great!)

Tony’s quick Tps –

Bitly extension

Take a completed URL and make it easier to type: by going to bitly and make custom bitlinks. Set up an account and customize and may

have to add a number or letter at the end to distribute

Purposegames.com

Upload an image and then create the hotspots on each of the little pictures.

Many premade games are already made here.

———–

Tools to Build Teacher Leadership Through Strategic Planning – Erin Solheim

bit.ly/T2BTL

Kathy Schock’s Guide – Great ideas on this site. http://www.schrockguide.net/

Tags and categories: Classrooms, Journal, 2018, ideas, NETA, Technology

via WordPress https://ift.tt/2HTquhx
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